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ABSTRACT
This is a theoretical analysis of Constructivist Grounded Theory and its application in nursing research. It is organized in three topics: Characteristics of Grounded Theory; Philosophical basis of the constructivist strand; and Constructivist Grounded Theory data analysis particularities. The unique characteristics of Grounded Theory that set it apart from other approaches are simultaneous data collection and analyses, theoretical sampling, constant comparison at each stage of analysis, development of memos for reflexive and comparative analysis, and a coding system with an initial and a focused stage that is flexible and guides the analytical process of building a theory. Before embarking on a Constructivist Grounded Theory study, the literature is reviewed to hone the research question. The philosophical assumptions of symbolic interactionism and social constructivism influence the entire process. Constructivist Grounded Theory emphasizes the construction and interpretation of data recognizing social contexts, interaction, the point of view of participants, and their understandings according to the investigation time, place and situation.
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INTRODUCTION

As an alternative to hypothetical-deductive research, Grounded Theory methodology (GTM) emerged in the United States in the early 1960s proposing the development of an explanatory theory. The GTM was created by the sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss during a study examining the experience of terminally ill patients. While doing this investigation, they questioned the use of the scientific method of verification and developed an innovative way to organize and analyze qualitative data with the goal of developing theories. As a result of Glaser and Strauss’ work, they described their method in more details in the book entitled The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research, which laid the foundation of GTM in 1967\(^1\-\^2\).

GTM challenges the view of quantitative methodology as the only valid and impartial way of understanding reality. Glaser and Strauss contested the belief that qualitative research lacked rigor by creating a detailed methodology for data collection and analysis that led to the generation of a theory. Despite their success, the two authors subsequently developed divergent points of view about the application of Grounded Theory and started to work independently. Each one followed a specific line of work, giving rise to different strands or perspectives of GTM\(^3\-\^2\).

Glaser’s approach to the methodology is the strand known as Glaserian\(^3\). Glaser studied at Columbia University, which had a strong positivist tradition; his work gave rise to what is called objectivist GT. With this perspective, the results of data analyses are considered to be truths that the researcher discovers; however, without consideration of the processes of production of those data. That is, with objectivist GT, the researcher’s social context and influence are not considered consequential, nor is the interaction between the researcher and the research participants\(^4\). Theories developed using objectivist GT are expected to predict future phenomena and, therefore, to emerge as truths that are discovered while analyzing raw data\(^3\).

Strauss, in partnership with his former student Juliet Corbin, incorporated data analysis techniques, giving rise to the Straussian or relativistic strand of GT. Strauss had studied at the University of Chicago, where he learned about fieldwork with Chicago School Sociology mentors. Having been influenced by George Herbert Mead through Herbert Blumer, Strauss drew upon pragmatism and symbolic interactionism to refine his strand of GT. For Strauss, researchers do fieldwork and also engage in reflection and layers of analysis while specifically focusing on actions and processes in the data\(^5\). This enables the development of a theory\(^5\). For Strauss, people are active agents and not passive victims of greater social forces in their world; also, the use of language influences subjective social meanings that emerge through action and, for these reasons, researchers need to focus on language and action in data\(^6\-\^8\).

In the 2000s, sociologist Kathleen Charmaz proposed the constructivist strand of GT\(^9\). She was a professor of Sociology at Sonoma State University, California, United States. Early in her academic career, she participated in seminars and workshops given by Barney Glaser and with her doctoral advisor in Sociology, Anselm Strauss, at the University of California, San Francisco, United States\(^10\).

Later, as an independent researcher, Charmaz dedicated herself to the development of GT from the perspective of constructivism, sometimes called Constructivist Grounded Theory (CGT). This strand of GT is used to produce a theory that is considered an interpretive portrait of reality. In this sense, CGT proposes that a theory is developed by the researcher based on data that was co-constructed with participants, usually via interviews. This means, according to Charmaz, that interview data are influenced by both the researcher and the participant, particularly because they are produced during an interview, since the researcher chooses which questions to ask and interacts with the participant as they respond to questions. Subsequently, the analysis of data is again influenced by the researcher based on their perspective as human beings who are engaged with the data. With CGT, the researcher seeks to understand meanings attributed by participants to the event or phenomenon being investigated, but they also take into account how the relationship between them and the participant influences the very data that they collected. Specific emphasis is on taking action to reduce biases the researcher brings to the process. The book Constructing Grounded Theory: A Practical Guide through Qualitative Analysis by Charmaz, which marks the beginning of the constructivist dimension, was published in 2006 and had a second edition in 2014. The book was released in Portuguese in 2009 in Brazil\(^4\-\^5\).

Thus, the CGT perspective proposed by Charmaz is part of the so-called 2nd generation of GT, which also includes other contemporary strands of the method. The main outcome of a CGT study is a theory that is developed from the researcher’s interaction with the co-created data and the researcher’s interpretation of the experiences and points of view of the study participants about what they do, feel, think, and experience in a given context. CGT allows more flexibility in the explanation of the studied processes\(^1\-\^2\), GTM was expanded by Charmaz because of her analytic approach to GT, self-critique in research, and dedication to mentoring, both in person and through her books published in the late 2000s, which are considered to be her greatest legacy\(^7\).

The open-ended aspect of the constructivist strand of GT has stimulated its use in several areas of knowledge development internationally in recent years, including Nursing Science. In Brazil, although there is an increase in the use of the constructivist strand, the use of the Straussian approach to GT still predominates in nursing research\(^10\-\^11\). In addition, national studies on theoretical and methodological aspects of GT have not specifically discussed the particularities of
CGT. Therefore, there is a need for a theoretical analysis of the characteristics and operational aspects of the constructivist strand of GT in nursing research, especially for graduate students and new researchers interested in using the methodology.

The current analysis describes the characteristics and operational aspects of CGT and its application in nursing research.

**METHOD**

This critical analysis is based on a problematization of the theme of GT and includes an interpretative reading of related references and conceptualizations of GT therein. Three topics are presented: (1) Characteristics of Grounded Theory; (2) Philosophical basis of the Constructivist Grounded Theory; and (3) Constructivist Grounded Theory particularities.

**Characteristics of Grounded Theory**

Some common characteristics that are found in each of GT’s main strands are considered central to the use of the method: theoretical sampling, simultaneous data collection, and analysis, including the constant comparison of data, use of memoranda, and theoretical development.

Theoretical sampling is used when the researcher has developed at least one tentative analytic category. The goal of theoretical sampling is not to gain the ability to represent an entire population or to generalize results. Rather, the goal of theoretical sampling is to provide the researcher with additional data needed to more fully develop the properties of a particular category. The lack of robust details indicates the need for gathering new data specifically to strengthen and more fully describe the properties of a particular category. To clarify, after the researcher creates a Semi-Structured Interview Guide, they will engage in simultaneous data collection and analysis. They will do line by line coding and follow it with written memos about what they learned about the phenomenon thus far. The coding of the first interview transcript and subsequent memos will influence in how the researcher will use their interview guide during the second interview. This will be repeated until the phase of focused coding begins. It is during the analysis of data that has been grouped by focused codes that the researcher will realize if theoretical sampling is needed.

It is important to note that the concept of theoretical sampling does not differ according to the different perspectives of GT. However, in the constructivist strand, Charmaz highlights the importance of theoretical abstraction in this process, which allows the researcher to identify weaknesses in the description of the properties of the developing categories; a more in-depth analysis may be needed to more fully describe the properties. Through analysis and abstraction, data are elevated from codes to categories, and it is through this process that the researcher develops the theory.

Data collection is done simultaneously with data analysis. Constant comparison is a form of analysis consisting of comparing data with data, codes with codes, and incidents with incidents to build categories and articulate their properties. This analytic comparative work is done throughout all stages of data collection, starting with the first interview transcript. With this technique, the researcher gains insight into what they are identifying in the data. Through analytic memos, the researcher will question the data, critique the codes, and identify which theoretical category the data represent. This process will allow them to bring their analytic work to a more abstract level. For example, through constant comparison, each developing property is scrutinized and rigorously analyzed. Theoretical comparisons may also be done whenever the researcher is overloaded with details and needs to gain distance in order to stimulate their thinking about properties and their conceptual dimensions.

Memoranda are informal analytical records made up of the researcher’s reflections, ideas, and any connections they make based on codes, including how they relate to each other. Researchers doing CGT write memos before they begin and while they are collecting data and throughout the entire data analysis and writing phases. The creative, analytic, and reflexive work done through memos will help to identify theoretical categories and their properties. Ultimately, memos help researchers develop the grounded theory. Memos contain the researcher’s understanding of their analysis as well as the more abstract and conceptual descriptions of each category.

Memos are also used for methodological annotations to facilitate the understanding of the research process, as well as the phenomenon under study. These records are so significant that they assist in conducting the research from the beginning until the last phase of GT when categories are integrated into the formation of the theory. The construction of memoranda can be handwritten, typed, or inserted into data management software (the ones that organize data), depending on the researcher’s preference and organization.

Theories can be substantive or formal depending on the extent and reach of the study. In a situation-specific study, a substantive theory is developed that can be applied to a certain field, and for this, the theory has a localized range. However, when findings are more robust in a more expansive research study with a wider scope, a formal theory can be developed. Substantive theories form the basis for the development of a formal theory; however, additional future studies are needed to develop them further.

**Philosophical basis of constructivist GT**

As already noted, CGT assumes that data are co-constructed through the researcher-participant interaction. In addition, analyses and the products of analyses (categories, their properties, and the relationships between categories) are developed through the interaction of the
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The philosophical underpinnings of CGT come from Symbolic Interactionism (SI) and social constructivism. George Herbert Mead developed SI, an abstract theory about interaction that was refined by Herbert Blumer at the University of Chicago. SI assumes that interaction is inherently dynamic and that all human beings engage in an interpretive process in daily life. Therefore, SI addresses how people create, interpret, endorse or change meanings based on actions and interactions experienced in their daily lives.

In SI, all people are considered active participants engaged in the world in which they live; it is through interaction with other people and with themselves (called mind-action) that people make sense of the world.

CGT is situated in the interpretative tradition wherein researchers assume that data and analyses are social constructions, and that participants and researchers alike construct meanings. Therefore, it is assumed that any theory developed through research is an interpretation that reflects not only the participants’ experiences but also the researcher’s perception of the phenomenon. A CGT study is influenced by how, when and to what extent the experience described in a theory allows situating the specific research question for the particular study being done. The literature can serve to defend the researcher’s position. It allows the reader to identify the reasons why the study is being done. A review of the literature before a CGT study involves published research and other theoretical frameworks.

The concepts of SI are compatible with constructivism and are helpful for aiding the researcher as they reflect upon their perceptions of the world. SI assumes that individuals and groups interact and, through these interactions, meaning emerges. For the researcher, the abstract concepts of SI often remain in the background of their awareness until they become relevant during coding or analysis of data. SI concepts are abstract tools that become useful for analyzing social processes in data because they emphasize interaction as a crucial form of social action.

In this sense, SI holds that people are social beings who are engaged in interaction with others, themselves and their environment. Through these interactions, including communication with others and constant reflection on their own actions, meaning emerges and contributes to how the person perceives reality. SI has three key principles: the first is that people act according to the meaning that a given situation has for them; the second principle indicates that meaning is not inherent in the fact, but is attributed through continuous social interaction; and finally, these attributed meanings are not watertight but can be redefined through reflection and interpretative processes. Human experience and behavior are complex and unstable concepts, guided by symbols and meanings that are based on interactions with the environment and within itself.

The underpinnings of constructivism and SI as the philosophical foundations of GT influence how researchers are oriented toward the notion of reality, including what and how it can be known. However, it is crucial to clarify that SI is not a part of a grounded theory that a researcher will develop; rather, it informs the researcher and enhances their ability to use the method.

Many CGT studies do not use a philosophical framework, but when they do, SI prevails, although it is not the only one that can influence a researcher using CGT. In Brazil, another reference commonly used is the Complexity Paradigm, whose leading proponent is Edgar Morin. This framework is useful for studies of processes because knowledge and human relations are not solely linear. Rather, they are complex, multifaceted, and constantly under construction.

CONSTRUCTIVIST GROUNDED THEORY PARTICULARITIES

LITERATURE USE: IN ALL STAGES AND COMPILED AT THE END

Reviewing the literature is important before engaging in a CGT study. Knowing the state of the science in relation to a phenomenon allows situating the specific research question for the particular study being done. The literature can serve to defend the researcher’s position. It allows the reader to identify the reasons why the study is being done. A review of the literature before a CGT study involves published research and other theoretical frameworks.

After this compilation is performed, the literature is not typically scrutinized again until after data analysis, in order not to interfere with the researcher’s creativity. Following data analysis, a critique of published work will help position the findings of the CGT study in relation to extant knowledge. It will allow for comparing results from other studies and other theories. This may help clarify the content of the theoretical categories developed, and demonstrate how the theory adds to or goes beyond existing knowledge.

In the classic GT approach, the bibliographic review is postponed in an effort to prevent preconceived ideas from influencing the researchers’ thinking or prevent the tendency to adjust concepts that already exist within participants’
narratives. In CGT, this posture is considered an excess, since everyone has previous knowledge that undeniably influences the interpretation of data. In addition, existing theories sensitize researchers, or provide theoretical sensitivity, which refers to the ability that the researcher has to recognize variations in the data, to have insights and interpret them, identifying data relevant to the study, and balancing science and creativity\(^\text{4,10}\).

With CGT, the use of the published literature contributes to the argumentation and credibility of the work. While an early review of the literature may have prepared the researcher and helped them define the focus of their work through key studies and the development of the argument that led to the research question, it may be very late in the process or after data analysis is complete that the differentiation of this GT from previous theories is realized\(^\text{4}\).

**Coding System: Open for Theory Construction**

Coding is an important early first step in data analysis, which helps the researcher focus on the action and processes in the data and on the meanings that each participant ascribes to entities. Through coding, the researcher seeks a more abstract understanding of the data to articulate what is happening in the time, place and situation of the participant\(^\text{6}\). Data segments are labeled and later are sorted into clusters so they can be categorized to produce an explanatory interpretation of the phenomenon; Charmaz held that “it is the fundamental link between data collection and the development of an emerging theory to explain these data”\(^\text{8}\). Codes created by researchers provide manageable descriptions of lived experience expressed in a short phrase of words (using the gerund form of verbs). From this, researchers can develop and then weave theoretical statements that respect each participant’s context as analyses continue\(^\text{4}\).

The CGT coding system involves at least two hierarchical steps: 1) initial coding and 2) focused coding\(^\text{21}\). Initial coding allows the researcher to become more familiar with the data at a granular level. In this stage, coding involves each word, line or segment of data; researchers focus on the data and on the reality experienced by the research participant\(^\text{4,13}\). Therefore, it is suggested that codes are drawn up, staying close to the data, and focusing on what is happening for the participant in each segment. In vivo coding\(^\text{4}\) is a particular kind of initial coding that maintains the participants’ own words, usually because the exact phrase stated by a participant succinctly expresses a great deal of meaning. These codes identify both the explicit statements made by a participant and they draw attention to implicit concerns. Both of these may be explored more deeply in memoranda. The researcher shall be open to all theoretical directions suggested by the reading of the data. Thus, codes are considered to be provisional. They can be reformulated to grasp more fully, or to condense the meanings and actions of the participants into more concise language\(^\text{4}\).

Focused coding allows identifying tentative categories, and summarizing and explaining larger segments of data. Focused coding is grounded in data but involves clustering initial codes and ideas. In the stage of focused coding, the most significant or frequent occurring initial codes are identified and then used to group the initial codes into more focused groups. To do this, the initial codes are compared to enable a greater analytical understanding of how data can be grouped; this will lead to the ability to explain larger data segments\(^\text{4,13}\).

The initial codes that the researcher identifies as most frequently showing up in data coding and those that are the most salient are selected by the researcher as focused codes. Then, these codes are used to mark the entire data set and the coded data are sorted into groups based on a particular focused code. At this time, the comparison of codes with codes, and data with data, within each focused code group is once again crucial in analysis. Various analytic techniques are used to dig into each focused code group to identify features that stand out and hold greater meaning. The writing of memoranda continues to be especially important during the focused coding stage. Analysis within each focused code group will likely inspire multiple memos that document and track analytic work. The researcher can use memoranda to document how they followed leads to understand, for example, a sequence that became evident in the data, or to identify patterns in the data, or to explore hunches about the answer to the question “what is happening here?” by examining data within a focused code group from multiple participants\(^\text{4,21}\).

Theoretical coding occurs late in the focused coding stage after tentative categories and their properties have been developed. Theoretical coding can bring clarity to focused codes and can help the researcher tell a more coherent analytic story through their results\(^\text{4,10}\). However, theoretical coding is not the same as theoretical sampling (i.e., collecting new data to bring needed detail to a property of a category to reach saturation). Theoretical coding involves the application of various analytic schemes to raise the level of abstraction and move the analytic products closer to the formation of a theory. This will bring coherence as it helps the researcher identify the relationships between categories, or between fully developed concepts, in a grounded theory\(^\text{4}\).

Coding in CGT is an open system. That is, codes are created during data analysis. They are both the product of analysis and they make up the process of analysis as well. The active interaction of the researcher with the data results in the development of codes that are then analyzed through comparison. Thus, in CGT, preconceived codes are not used\(^\text{3,4}\). Although codes are informed by empirical reality, it is the researcher who chooses the words that make up the codes. While the CGT researcher seeks to understand participants’ experiences and perceptions through coding, one shall never forget that codes are created by the researcher and are influenced by their perspective\(^\text{4}\).
Process coding is the name given to coding that is done using the gerund form of verbs (nominal form of the verb associated with the suffix -ing). Process coding is especially important in CGT because the SI assumption is that every participant is an actor, not a victim, of their everyday life. Codes are words that describe the actions of a person, for example: seeking, carrying out, feeling, blaming, hoping, getting, denying, struggling, etc. The purpose of process coding is to reduce the tendency to project an interpretation too early in the process of analysis. Furthermore, it is very easy for researchers, as human beings, to project meaning “onto” a participant through a code applied to data without careful attention to the participant, an actor, who engages in the world in the context of their own lived experience. With process coding, the researcher gains a tool that assists in the development of theoretical sensitivity as the focus is on what is happening in the world of the participant, for them, with them, and about them in each and every line of data. Chart 1 summarizes the coding steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial coding</td>
<td>Identify the action in the participants words including intentions and experiences.</td>
<td>• Analyze data line by line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Create process codes using verbs that answer “what's happening here?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop in-vivo codes by using the participants’ own words as stated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused coding</td>
<td>Identify the most frequently occurring and more important initial codes and use them to group data for deeper analysis.</td>
<td>• Create focused codes based on the most significant or frequent codes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Mark the entire data set with focused codes and then use them to cluster the data accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analyze data in each focused code group using various techniques, including theoretical coding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Refine focused codes into tentative categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop properties of each category, until saturation is reached (i.e., until each property of each category is fully described; theoretical sampling may be needed to accomplish this).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of GT is to develop concepts that are organized in a theory to describe and explain a previously poorly understood phenomenon in the empirical world. The analytic work of CGT guides researchers to identify relationships between concepts developed from coded data after careful, stepwise, rigorous analysis. Saturation of categories is achieved through data analyses. Theoretical sampling is done to get additional data for more analysis so that properties of each category are fully described; this is done when needed in order to saturate properties. If data and analyses are robust, a category can be raised to the level of a concept. The analytic tools of theoretical coding are used in the final stage to identify the relationships between concepts to form a theory.

This process involves not only induction but also a process called abduction. With abduction, the researcher moves back and forth between the data and possible interpretations of the data, seeking to arrive at the most plausible theoretical explanation. Through this process, the researcher tests hypotheses, confirming or not confirming ideas. Figure 2 illustrates the development of a theory from coded data when using CGT. It is a modified version of the diagram that was originally designed by Saldaña. It depicts anew how CGT is conducted starting with data that is subsequently coded and analyzed to form categories with properties.

After a theory is developed and refined, it can be disseminated. This is when the readers will evaluate the usefulness of the theory and consequently, determine the value of GTM. Various evaluation criteria have been used to critique GT but for the constructivist strand, credibility, originality, resonance and utility stand out. Credibility refers to whether or not logical connections have been made between data and interpretations, covering a wide variety of empirical observations. Originality signals that the research has produced new knowledge about the interpreted reality of participants and depends on the value of its theoretical and social contribution. Resonance requires that the GT have a level of fullness of the studied experience that reveals presupposed meanings that make sense to the participants or to the people who share the same experiences. Finally, utility assesses whether the research has impact, leads to an improvement in people’s daily lives, contributes to a better world, and encourages new investigations.
RESUMO
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In CGT, the use of the published literature is recommended before the study is implemented and after the grounded theory is developed. By reviewing published research and other theoretical frameworks, the researcher develops the research question. Later, the findings from other studies that corroborate, support, or counter the interpretation of the data are valuable for locating the grounded theory in the context of the state of the science.

Coding, a crucial part of data analysis in CGT, comprises an initial and a focused phase. The coding system is open, and not predetermined. Thus, the researcher develops codes based on data and uses memoranda to explore hunches, and for this reason, it is necessary that the researcher is open to explore all possible theoretical directions. The choice of words that make up codes reflects the researcher’s perspective on the experiences or perceptions of the participants and their perspectives. Ultimately, theories based on data from a CGT study are constructed through interaction between researchers and participants, bringing an interpretive portrait of reality.

This analysis has the potential to deepen understanding of CGT as a methodology. Thus, it may contribute to the use of this methodology in future Nursing research in Brazil.
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